
Main aims of Project : Our Project is a 24-month-project and the objectives of 
the project is to develop and strengthen the profile of teaching profesions by 
supporting teachers to deliver  high quality teaching deal with complex clas-
sroom realities and adopt new methods and decreasing the school dropout 
level. With the project ,we  want our teachers to feel responsible for the school 
development and their professional development.The teaching and learning 
process never ends.We know that formal and informal education completes 
each other.And we want the teachers to use any possible technological devices 
and approaches in their professional life by sharing ideas and practises.And all 
these approaches will help us reach our objectives of the project.
Also in our Project we  want to decrease the school dropout  level with the 
students activities ,by encouraging  them to joining the activities. We are going 
to revise all the reasons of school dropout with the new point of view again.
thanks to brainstorming on these reasons we will offer and apply new soluti-
ons .With the help of surveys we are going to organize and revise our activities 
according to the students’ strengths and weaknesses.These surveys also tell us 
what kind of activities and supports are the most suitable  for them.We also 
want our students to be active citizens and so they feel they are important for 
the society ,and they will try to reach their goals.



AGONY AUNT
Sometimes, I am doing something what I don’t want to 
do. What can I do to fix this ?

ANSWER: As far as I see, you are doing something what 
comes to you wrong. People can have these problems so-
metimes.They do that because of different factors. But the 
most effective factor is people around you. First of all you 
should choose your friends carefully. If you have bad tem-
pered friends, they will effect you badly. But sometimes 
the problem is about no badly, and you can be so unlucky.

I can’t study lesson well, even I study so much, I am failing 
in the exams. Help me please.

ANSWER: This is a classic student problem. There are dif-
ferent reasons about that problem. I think, you aren’t lis-
tening your teacher in lessons. This is a big problem. Be-
cause listening your teacher in lesson is half of studying. 
You should listen to your teacher first of all and then you 
should practise. I mean, just studying isn’t enough and 
listening to your teacher is half of succes.

I am so fat. So I am thinking I am ugly. Because of that I 
am in depression. What can I do for this?

ANSWER: As for as  I understand, you want to lose wei-
ght. That’s not hard and you don’t need to be in depressi-
on. If want, you can have a diet. But If  you are thinking, 
you can’t make it alone, you can have a diet coach. If you 
think, you can’t lose weight, you can’t. So you should be-
lieve it. Because believeng is half of succes. I konow. You 
can do it. Just believe your self.



MUSIC & SPORT 
Football is one of the most popular sports in the world .

Poland - Robert Lewandowski In Romanıa - Georghe HagiIn Bulgaria - Dimitar Berba-

In Turkey- Arda Turan In Spain- Andres Iniesta In Slovakia- Marek Hamsik

MUSIC
In Poland – Quebonafide   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtgpGmqmCP4
In Romania – Smiley    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKjqZH4XQiY
In Bulgaria - Slavi Trifonov    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mLoLnnbo84
In Turkey – Tarkan   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U66ixhdbxEI
In Spain – Estopa   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Slw1c5kWMGU
In Slovakia – Kristina     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMN9hUimpNU



INTERVIEW
INTERVIEW WITH IGOR

Dohovic
1.Are you travelling much?
-Yes, I’m travelling for my job sometimes. But normal-
ly, I am not travelling so much.
2.What kind of problems did you have in your career?
-There are lots of actually.But the biggest is about psy-
chology.Because you have to check all musicians and 
thats is not easy of course.
3.Did you study hard at school ?
-Yes , its not easy as many people think .
4.What are your suggestions to us?
-You should study so much now.Because time pasts 
fast and if you don’t study now, you can’t be succesfull 
in the future.



FASHION
CASUAL CLOTHES
This autumn khaki jackets are popular In Poland and Romania but in 
T¬urkey and Bulgaria are the black ones. In Slovakia most popular are 
the sport jackets. And in Spain all colours and styles are fashionable.

SCHOOL UNİFORMS
In Turkey, Romania and 
Poland students wear white 
T-shirts and black trousers 
and skirts however, in Slo-
vakia, Spain and Bulgaria 
students wear casual clot-
hes.



NATIONAL                      
INTERNTIONAL JOKES

Bulgaria:
Two Bulgarian neighbours met and one of them said to 
the another one:
- I will give you 100 Euro if you jump from the balcony
- No, no I can’t do it for 100 Euro.
- OK. I will give you 200 Euro.
- It’s too less.
- Probably you can’t do it, because you are afraid of it.
- Who? Me? – And jump immediately.

Spain:
In a boat there are a Spanish man and an English man. The 
English man faals down into the water and shouts: HELP, 
HELP, HELP!
Spanish man says: I don’t have “GEL“ but ir you want I have 
SHAMPOO

 ROMANIA:                                                                                                   
What does Belgian moms do when the water from the bathtub 
is too hot for their babies? 
They put the protection gloves. 

Poland:
A police officer stops a 
car.
Officer: “Your driver’s 
license please”     
Driver: “I’m really sorry, 
I forgot,”
Officer: “At home?”
Driver: “No,to do it”

Slovakia:
David eat that spinach,you’ll be beautiful and strong
-Mother and why you didn’t  eat spinach?



TURKISH STORY
One days Nasreddin bought two kilos of meat from butcher and then 
he came home. Then he wanted his wife to cook meat for evening and 
then he went back to the work. When Nasreddin left, his wife cooked the 
meat. Then she calls her friends and they ate meat together. At evening, 
Nasreddin came home. Then his wife prepared dinner for him. Then she 
put a plate of rise in front of Nasreddin. So he got surprised. Because he 
was waiting to eat meat. Then he got up fastly and took a steak because 
he wanted to beat the cat. Finally he found the cat. But it was right oppo-
site. The cat was thin and skinny. So Nasreddin suspected. Then he wan-
ted his wife to bring him scales. Then she brought it and then be weig-
hed it. The cat was two kilos too. Then he asked ‘’where is meat, if that is 
meat where is cat?’’



BARCELONA
Barcelona ıs our cıty

And ıt’s the best ın the world
It’s so nıce and pretty

And you can enjoy yourself a lot.
There’s a lot of people 

But you never feel stressed
‘cause people are agreeable.

There are a lot of shops,
Green spaces, museums and parks

Come to vısıt our cuty
we’re sure you wıll have fun.

EDITORS
TURKISH TEAM

POLISH TEAM

SPANISH TEAM

SLOVAKIAN TEAM

BULGARIAN TEAM

ROMANIAN TEAM

1-FURKAN ALTINDAL                       
2-FAZIL ÖZKAN                                             
3-OSMAN ÖZDEMİR

1-MACİEK DUTE                                                                                                                                             
2-MACIEK SZRIONLU             
3-PAVEL MAVKU                 

1-JURAJ ODAM

1-VIKTOR TODOROV                    
2-MONIKA TSAVEVA                                       
3-STRALUL PENEV             
4-VIKTORIYA STRALILOVA

1-MIREIA TORRES CAMACHO 
2-AITANA CAMUNEZ ANTUNEZ 
3-LAURA CANO RUIZ 

1-NITU ALEX                
2-DAVID STAICU                               
3-TONIE ALIN                    
4-TONIE ALEX                          
5-POPICA CASMIN


